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FLOOR //// NAB AND CINE GEAR 2017

I found a total secret weapon at NAB this year. It’s the Quasar 
Science Q-LED rechargeable battery sticks. These things are 
unbelievable. I use the phrase “Quasar Tubes” to refer to the bi Q-LED 
color tubes that I love so much. But now I’ll have to use more specific 
language, because they’ve launched a battery-powered version that is 
dimmable. The slim form factor, the 3/8-inch end threading, the long 
battery life, and the impossibly low price point make these an obvious 
choice for an eyelight or a ping light in the corner to enhance a shot 
when I don’t have time to run power. Even though Cine Gear is purported to be a 

lighting and grip show, I saw a few things to get 
a DIT excited. We’re now seeing more interest 
in HDR, so it was gratifying to see that Sony 
had implemented HLG Gamma encoding 
across their entire range of cameras, including 
inexpensive camcorders. HLR is HDR for live 
TV, and its post-processing components are 
much simpler compared to Dolby Vision or HDR 
10. HLG production really is HDR for the rest 
of us. Inside one of Cine Gear’s interior stages 
I saw the Lighting Passport Spectrometer 
from Led Metrics. It’s a lab-grade spectrometer 
that uses an IOS or Android device to display 
its measurements. It’s that last word in helping 
you figure out why the talent looks so strange 
when she stands in that new LED keylight. At 
AV Brand Builders, I saw that WowWow was 
exhibiting the MiniX, and a major new release 
of their on-set color software called Wonderlook 
Pro. The MiniX has enough hardware power to 
be able to grab frames, do a wipe, a luma key or 
a chroma key – things that all DIT’s need to do 
from time to time. It’s great to see so much new 
support for DIT’s in the coming year. 

I’m really excited about the buzz surrounding those of us 
pursuing aerial drone lighting solutions for cinema and live 
event. Award-winning lighting designer Bob Barnhart’s [ICG, 
June/July 2017] recent collaboration with Intel and swarming 
drones at the Super Bowl innovated the use of LED lighting 
at a live event. My company, Aerography, is collaborating with 
different vendors to create pioneering drone aerial lighting 
techniques, workflows and products. The challenge is to make 
the lights lighter and smaller but no less powerful in order to 
utilize the drone as a more efficient, more creative resource 
on set. Aerography and Light & Motion have recently 
partnered to develop the most powerful lightest-weight drone 
lighting platform currently available for cinema. The future 
of drone aerial lighting is coming to our industry at, truly, the 
speed of light. Those of us in the pilot’s seat can’t wait. 

One of the biggest game-changers I saw was 
Chimera’s new Active Diffusion. It’s so new they 
don’t even know the science on its opacity. Its variable 
diffusion on which one can control the amount of 
opacity with a dial is great. It can vary from light to 
heavy instantly. I can see using it to do in-camera 
effects for various applications like mimicking cloud 
coverage, or simply to be able to move quickly and dial 
the diffusion to a desired intensity. 
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There were a few really interesting things from NAB that impact 
VR production. For example, the new Jaunt One camera updates, 
which include live monitoring and higher frame rates, and which I 
used on a job in Puerto Rico – right after Las Vegas. That camera 
continues to be the premier VR cinematic camera, and the updates 
keep getting better. I also was very impressed with the new update 
to the color space processing of the Nokia OZO. I’m happy 
that they applied this update to all OZO raw media, even footage 
previously recorded on earlier builds. The Teradek SDI Sphere is 
going to be more and more important as Radiant Images’ new 
line of AXA rigs allow VR filmmakers to incorporate traditional 
cinema cameras. And, Z Cam’s new Stereo VR has great 
potential due to its compact form factor.
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